ABSTRACT. We take a new approach to the generation of Jacobi theta function identities. It is complementary to the procedure which makes use of the evaluation of Parseval-like identities for elementary cylindrically-symmetric functions on computer holograms. Our method is more simple and explicit than this one, which was an outcome of the construction of neurocomputer architectures through the Heisenberg model.
Take the physical situation of optical holography described in Schempp [1] . A square-law detector encodes (in a massively parallel way) the optical path-length difference x and the phase difference y, x,y E R, of two coherent signals of the same center frequency v 0 and amplitudes , E S(R) (the Schwartz space of complex-valued C amplitude functions on the real line, rapidly decreasing at infinity). Let H(, ;., .) be the holographic transform of the writing a.,nplitudes and /R d e'2"'(t x)(t), (1) H(, ; which describes, by coherent superposition, the holographic angle encoding. It is also convenient to define the auto-ambiguity function H(; .,.) H(, ;., .). (2) According to the corollary of theorem 4 in Schempp [1] Applying combinatorial analysis, we have found the general expression m! n! c(K.,,.,l) C,.,tV.,t (m-l)tl! (n -1)!"
In particular, for m n we obtain (s) c(gm,m, Using these expressions, we recover the form of ,,. derived by the procedure a), which reds (11) (.,.,)Ez(Bz These functions are actu',dly connected with a type of theta functions, the so-called nil-theta functions, which may be defined in a natural way on a Heisenberg compact nilmanifold (see Auslander [3] and Mumford [4] ). Different 
The first of these identities amounts to the following relation between holomorphic theta series:
which is a fundamental expression in the theory of Jacobi theta functions. As for the other identities, we have found a general and systematic way of producing them, which is much simpler and straightforward than the one stemming from network models. In fact, the last three expression for all tau,k such that fixp(k) let df(theta(0,tau,k),tau)=-pi*theta(0,tau,k+2);
for all tau,k such that fixp(k) let df{theta(0,1/tau,k),tau)=pi/(tau**2)*theta(0,1/tau,k+2);
for all k such that fixp(k) let g(k)=2**(2*k-l)*sub(tau=l, df(f(tau),tau 2*k-l)); out "\reduce\redfilestheta2.out"; write gil),":=0"; out "\reduce\redfiles\thetal.out"; write g(1),':=0 write "end"; shut "\reduce\redfiles\thetal.out"; fork:=2:kf do begin in "\reduce\redfiles\thetal.out"; out "\reduce\redfiles\theta2.out"; write g(k),":=0"; out "\reduce\redfiles\thetal.out"; write g(k)," =0";
write "end"; shut "\reduce\redfiles\thetal.out"; end;
shut "\reduce\redfiles\theta2.out"; on nat; %quit; Table 2 . The successive theta function identities.
